This paper presents an advanced Bayesian emulation-based approach (hereafter BEA) that allows a reduced number of analyses to be carried out to compute the probabilistic seismic response and fragility of buildings. The BEA, which is a version of kriging, uses a mean function as a first approximation of the expected Engineering Demand Parameter given Intensity Measure (EDP|IM) and then models the approximation errors as a Gaussian Process (GP). A main advantage of the BEA is its flexibility, as it does not impose a fixed mathematical form on the EDP|IM relationship (unlike other approaches such as the standard cloud method). In addition, BEA makes fewer assumptions than standard methods, and provides improved characterization of uncertainty. This paper first presents the BEA approach and then assesses its computational efficiency as compared to the standard cloud method. This is done through the creation of EDP|IM relationships and fragility functions using the outputs of nonlinear dynamic and nonlinear static analyses for two case-study buildings representing Pre-and Special-Code seismic vulnerability classes. The nonlinear dynamic and static analysis methods represent different levels of accuracy i.e. are of high and low fidelity, respectively. The BEA and standard cloud methods are compared in their ability to recreate three "pseudo-realities", each represented by an artificially generated EDP|IM relationship derived from a large set of analysis runs. Several input configurations are tested, including, reduced sets of training inputs (analysis runs), training inputs of high and low fidelity, two sampling processes for these inputs (i.e. random and stratified sampling) and two different IM representations. The results demonstrate that BEA yields both an improved accuracy in terms of mean estimates, as well as smaller uncertainty bounds compared to the cloud method. The improved performance of the BEA is maintained for all "pseudo-realities" tested regardless of whether it is trained with high or low fidelity analysis data, with the improvement particularly pronounced in cases when the advanced IM INp is used. It is demonstrated that good accuracy can be achieved with BEA even with reduced samples, yielding a saving in 25% in number of analyses required to generate the EDP|IM relationship. Finally, the use of BEA drastically improves both the accuracy and efficiency of the resultant seismic fragility functions.
Introduction
An essential component of the Performance-based earthquake engineering (PBEE) framework is the fragility function [1] . Fragility curves are continuous relationships between the ground motion intensity and the probability that a specified asset will reach or exceed predefined damage states. In the case of buildings and analytical fragility functions, structural models are analyzed under earthquakes of increasing intensity and their response, in terms of Engineering Demand Parameters (EDPs), is recorded. Statistical methods are employed to characterize this response probabilistically as a function 2 of seismic hazard, and to build relationships relating Engineering Demand Parameters to Intensity Measures The ground motion hazard that affects structural response is often represented by a scalar parameter, or low-dimensional vector of parameters, known as the intensity measure (IM). In this paper, IM is a scalar ground motion parameter that is considered to be representative of the earthquake damage potential with respect to the specific structure: using standard notation for conditional probability distributions, the relationship with EDP is denoted by EDP|IM. The fragility function is then determined by comparing the EDP|IM relationship to properly calibrated EDP thresholds associated with predefined damage states or performance levels. State-of-the-art fragility functions are derived either analytically, empirically or based on experts' opinion (also addressed in literature as judgment-based or heuristic functions). According to Erberik et al. [2] , heuristic fragility curves lack credibility comparing to the other two types. On the other hand, several limitations are associated with empirical approaches, including the difficulty in properly characterizing the levels of seismic intensity and a nonsubjective damage state allocation; but more importantly, the lack of sufficient seismic damage data in most areas of the world.
Several approaches exist for the analytical fragility assessment of buildings, offering the user the flexibility to choose from analysis methodologies, various structural parameters, characteristics of input ground motions etc. Large numbers of analysis runs are required in order to account for uncertainties in the earthquake ground motions, hence analytical approaches can be computationally very demanding, especially when nonlinear dynamic analyses are used. To reduce this computational time, past studies have often either made simplifications to the structural model, used a reduced number of ground motions or adopted a simplified structural analysis approach. The present study aims to contribute to the fragility literature by proposing an approach for both reducing the number of computations required to define a fragility curves and for better characterizing the uncertainty associated with the curves. This paper introduces an advanced Bayesian emulation-based approach (henceforth BEA) which allows a reduced number of analyses to be carried out to compute the probabilistic seismic response and fragility of buildings. The BEA, which is a version of kriging, uses a mean function as a first approximation of the expected EDP|IM and then models the approximation errors as a Gaussian Process (GP). It builds upon the statistical emulation approach proposed by the authors in [3] , but improves on it considerably by offering a full assessment of uncertainty, including uncertainties in model parameter estimation. The main advantage of BEA is that fewer analyses are needed to compute the probabilistic seismic response of buildings. In addition, BEA is more flexible as it does not impose a fixed mathematical form on the EDP|IM relationship unlike standard approaches for fragility estimation (e.g. the cloud method described below). It is highlighted that past risk models were only able to incorporate parametric expressions of EDP|IM, however, modern risk codes are able to accommodate nonparametric relationships.
The computational efficiency of BEA is assessed and compared to the standard cloud method. This is done through the creation of EDP|IM relationships and fragility functions using the outputs of nonlinear dynamic and nonlinear static analyses for two case-study buildings representing Pre-and Special-Code seismic vulnerability classes. Three different "pseudo-reality" scenarios are implemented to investigate the prediction capability of the tested methods under favorable or less favorable conditions. Each "pseudo-reality" is represented by an artificially generated EDP|IM relationship derived from a large set of analysis runs. A variety of input configurations are tested, including, reduced sets of training inputs (analysis runs), training inputs of different levels of accuracy (high and low fidelity), two sampling processes for these inputs (i.e. random and stratified sampling) and two different IM representations. The results demonstrate that BEA yields both an improved accuracy in terms of mean estimates, as well as smaller uncertainty bounds compared to the cloud method. The improved performance of the BEA is maintained for all "pseudo-realities" tested regardless of whether it is trained with high or low fidelity analysis data. Good results are obtained for standard IMs but strong improvement is particularly evident in cases when an advanced IM is used. It is demonstrated that good
Cloud analysis
The cloud method is one of the most commonly used approaches for characterizing the relationship between EDP and IM [4] [5] [6] . Within this method, computer simulations are used to determine the seismic response of a structure to a series of ground motion (GM) time-histories, each of which has an IM value. The simulations are usually based on nonlinear dynamic analysis (e.g. nonlinear time-history analysis -NLTHA), with the building response expressed in terms of EDP. It is noted that the incapability of some nonlinear static procedures (NSPs) to capture record-to-record variability precludes their use within the cloud analysis framework. However, the recently proposed variant of the capacity spectrum method FRACAS [7] , can be implemented in cloud analysis as it utilizes spectra from GM inputs to perform the structural assessment.
The resultant peak values of EDP for given IM levels form a scatter of points, the so-called "cloud". Least-squares regression is then used to fit a simple model to the cloud of data points. Typically, the EDP is considered to vary as a power-law of the form b aIM such that, after taking logarithms, the relationship can be expressed as in equation (1):
where EDP is the conditional median of the demand given the IM , a , b are the parameters of the regression, and e is a zero mean random variable representing the variability of   ln EDP given the IM . However, some situations exhibit substantial heteroscedasticity (i.e. non-constant variance), which needs to be modelled explicitly within the fragility analysis framework [8] ; for example by performing linear regressions locally in a region of IM values of interest. The use of logarithmic transformation indicates that the EDPs are assumed to be lognormally distributed conditional upon the values of the IMs. This is a common assumption that has been confirmed as reasonable in many past studies [9, 10] .
The cloud approach has the advantages of simplicity and rapidity over alternative fragility assessment methods. However, it also has some restrictions. Firstly, an assumption is made that the relationship between IM and EDP is represented by a linear model in the log space. This assumption may be valid for a short range of IM and EDP combinations but not for the entire cloud response space. Additionally, the cloud method requires a large number of earthquake records to be used as an input, and the accuracy of the approach is highly dependent on the record selection process followed [11] .
Developing EDP versus IM relationships through Bayesian emulation
Complex mathematical models of real-world processes exist in all scientific and engineering areas. These mathematical models are usually translated into computer codes and may require significant computational resources. The mathematical functions and the related computer codes may be referred to as simulators [12] . A simulator, as a function (.) f , takes vectors of inputs x and generates unique outputs, () yf  x for each given input. In the context of analytical fragility estimation, the input x represents a ground motion sequence and the output () f x represents the simulated EDP for that 4 sequence. A simulator will produce outputs that have an associated uncertainty, for example, due to uncertainties in the inputs and in the simulator construction itself [13] . In analytical fragility functions this uncertainty is due to differences in ground motions associated with any IM value, limitations in numerically reproducing physical phenomena of the structure response and simplified assessment. To assess the effect of these uncertainties, one option is to use uncertainty and sensitivity analysis methods requiring many simulator runs, as discussed in [14] . However, this is impractical for complex simulators that are computationally demanding to run [12] . To overcome this, an approximation ˆ( ) f x of the simulator () f x , known as a statistical emulator, may be introduced to act as a surrogate. If ˆ( ) f x is a good proxy of the simulator, it can be used to carry out uncertainty and sensitivity analysis but with significantly less effort. Additionally, ˆ( ) f x can be also used to estimate the values of (.) f , at input configurations where the simulator has not been run.
A small number of data points, obtained by running the simulator at carefully chosen configurations of the inputs, is required to train an emulator (and provide values of standard deviations to quantify the approximation error). Following common practice in this type of problem (e.g. [13] ), the present study adopts a Bayesian approach with an emulator based on a Gaussian process (GP) model.
In the standard GP approach to the modelling of simulator outputs, the output function () f x is regarded as a realized value of a random process such that the outputs at distinct values of x jointly follow a normal (or Gaussian) distribution. In most applications, () f x is a 'smooth' function in the sense that a small variation in the input x will result in a small perturbation in the output () f x . Smoothness of a Gaussian process is ensured by specifying an appropriate structure for the covariance between process values at distinct values of x. For example, the use of a Gaussian covariance model (not to be confused with the "Gaussian" in the GP, which relates to the distribution, rather than the covariance structure), results in smooth realizations that are infinitely differentiable [15].
As noted above, in the context of fragility estimation, the input x represents a ground motion sequence. However, fragility estimates are rarely presented as functions of an entire ground motion sequence: rather, they are presented as a function of an intensity measure () tt  x , say, that is used as a proxy for the complete sequence. In practice, the relationship between any such scalar proxy measure and the EDP is imperfect so that the simulator outputs, regarded as a function of t rather than x, are no longer smooth. As an example of this, two different ground motion records characterized by the same value of t (i.e. having the same IM) will not in general generate identical outputs. Consequently, the standard emulation approach must be modified slightly in order for it to be applied in the context of fragility estimation.
The required modification is still to regard () f x as the realized value of a random process, but now such that the conditional distributions of () f x given () t x themselves form a Gaussian process. These expressions depend on the full input vector x only through the IM () t x . As a result, the simulator outputs can be analyzed as though they are functions of t alone and, specifically, subjected to a standard GP analysis to estimate the systematic variation () t  . The only difference between this formulation and a standard GP emulation problem is that when 12 tt  , the covariance between the simulator outputs Having formulated the problem in terms of Gaussian processes, the simulator can be run a few times at different values of x , and the resulting outputs can be used to estimate the parameters in the GP model which, as set out above, are the regression coefficients 0  estimates are then plugged into the relevant formulae in order to carry out the interpolation and assess its uncertainty. However, this approach fails to account properly for the uncertainty in the parameter estimates. From this perspective a Bayesian approach is preferable: among other things, for any IM value this provides samples from the posterior predictive distribution of the associated EDP. This predictive distribution automatically accounts for parameter uncertainty: percentiles of the distribution can be used to provide prediction intervals (we use 95% intervals below), and the posterior predictive probability of exceeding any threshold of interest (e.g. corresponding to a given damage state so as to obtain a fragility curve) can be calculated directly. For an introduction to the calculation of predictive distributions in Bayesian analyses, see [17] . In our work, the Bayesian approach is implemented using the krige.  . An improper "uniform" prior distribution over the range (0,∞) is selected.
It is noteworthy that the krige.bayes() function does not allow a Bayesian treatment of the variance 2  so this is fixed at the value obtained from a conventional kriging analysis as defined above. The effect will be that uncertainty in the predictions will still be underestimated, albeit much less than in most standard analyses. The results of the pseudo-reality experiment reported below will help to determine whether this is likely to be a problem in practice.
Having estimated the parameters, the results can be used to interpolate optimally between the existing simulator runs so as to construct an estimate of the predicted EDP|IM curve () t  and associated standard deviation. The optimal interpolation relies on standard results for calculating conditional distributions in a Gaussian framework. The approach is used extensively in geostatistics to interpolate between observations made at different spatial locations, where it is often referred to as "kriging" [19] . In geostatistics, the term 2  is referred to as a 'nugget' and accounts for local-scale variation or measurement error. Nonetheless, in the present context the above argument shows that it can be derived purely by considering the structure of the probabilistic seismic demand problem.
It is noteworthy to mention that similarly to the cloud method, the BEA analysis is also carried in terms of   ln EDP , due to the normality and heteroscedasticity assumptions, which are better justified on the log scale.
Methodology
The adequacy and the performance of the proposed Bayesian approach (BEA) for seismic response is assessed through its comparison with the cloud based approach. A roadmap of the methodology followed herein is shown in Figure 1 . As a first step, two case study buildings, representing distinct vulnerability classes, are analyzed at two levels of analysis fidelity (i.e. using nonlinear dynamic and static analysis methods, representing high and low fidelity respectively), in order to construct the associated EDP|IM relationships (steps 1-3, Section 4.1). Each of the resultant data sets of IM and EDP is used to generate three "pseudo-realities" based on different assumptions, which are each characterized by a mean and standard deviation value. The reason for implementing three different "pseudo-reality" scenarios is to investigate the prediction capability of the tested methods under favorable or less favorable conditions. A large number of data sets of IM and EDP are then simulated, using the same mean and standard deviation values as calculated for each "pseudo-reality" (step 4, discussed in Section 4.2). Different sampling configurations are employed, including two sampling types and three sampling sizes to construct the data sets (step 5, Section 4.3), which are used to train the tested methods (step 6). The effect of selecting different covariance structures within BEA is also investigated. Finally, the results of the tested methods are compared and evaluated against the "pseudorealities" with the aim of three different metrics (step 7, Section 5). A computer code implementing the proposed framework is scripted in R [20] . A code supplement to this study can be accessed online through EPICentre website (http://www.ucl.ac.uk/epicentre/resources/software). Note that although the scripted BEA procedure is more complex than the standard method, it does not practically increase the computational expense.
This methodology process aims to shed light on the sensitivity of the BEA to several input assumptions, and sampling configurations, in the estimation of the mean of the EDP|IM distribution and the uncertainty characterization. The comparisons presented here are carried out in terms of EDP|IM predictions, however, a single case-study example is presented in Section 5.7 where the two methods are compared at the fragility level.
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Case study structures and analysis setup
Two regular reinforced concrete (RC) moment resisting frames (MRF) are modelled and implemented as case studies for the current research work. These structures, which are regular in plan and elevation and share the same geometry, represent distinct vulnerability classes, as they are characterized by different material properties and reinforcement detailing. The first frame is designed to only sustain gravity loads following the Italian Royal Decree n. NSP and NLTHA are utilized to estimate the seismic response of the studied frames, representing two different levels of fidelity analysis, namely low fidelity and high fidelity respectively. Unscaled ground motion records from the SIMBAD database (Selected Input Motions for displacement-Based Assessment and Design; [26] ), are used here as input to the nonlinear time history of the buildings (high fidelity). SIMBAD includes a total of 467 tri-axial accelerograms, consisting of two horizontal (X-Y) and one vertical (Z) components, generated by 130 worldwide seismic events (including main shocks and aftershocks). In particular, the database includes shallow crustal earthquakes with moment magnitudes (Mw) ranging from 5 to 7.3 and epicentral distances R ≤ 35 km. A subset of 150 records is considered here to provide a significant number of strong-motion records of engineering relevance for the applications presented in this paper. These records are selected by first ranking the 467 records in terms of their PGA values (by using the geometric mean of the two horizontal components) and then keeping the component with the largest PGA value (for the 150 stations with highest mean PGA). Regarding low fidelity analysis, the simplified approach FRAgility through Capacity spectrum ASsessment (FRACAS) is used [7] . FRACAS is a variant of the capacity spectrum method, which uses ground motion time histories and pushover (PO) curves to compute the elastic/inelastic spectra and capacity curves respectively, in order to estimate the performance points [27] . Here, the same 150 records used for the NLTHA are used for the assessment in FRACAS. Static pushover (PO) analysis is carried out by applying increments of lateral loads to the side nodes of the structure. These lateral loads are proportionally distributed with respect to the interstorey heights (triangular distribution). The PO analysis is conducted until a predefined target displacement is reached, corresponding to the expected collapse state. Figure 3 (left panel) shows the static PO curves associated with the two case-study buildings. The curves are reported in terms of top center-of-mass displacement divided by the total height of the structure (i.e., the roof drift ratio, RDR) along the horizontal axis of the diagram, and base shear divided by the building's seismic weight along the vertical axis (i.e., base shear coefficient). Figure 3 (right panel) shows the performance points of the two case-study buildings within an acceleration-displacement response spectrum (ADRS) space computed by FRACAS using the GMs records described above, and assuming elastic-perfectly plastic response of the structure. The results obtained from the various analyses are then expressed in data sets of IM and EDP. In each data set, the ground motion records that did not manage to push the structures to the nonlinear range are discarded. This is because FRACAS, as a capacity spectrum based method, draws a direct correlation between the seismic intensity and the estimated demand parameters within the elastic regime; therefore, bias is introduced [25] . For consistency, the same records are also discarded from the NLTHA analysis. After this amendment, the actual number of GM that pushed the frame into the nonlinear range is relatively small but still significant, corresponding to 15% and 23% of the total number of records used, for the case of Special-and Pre-Code buildings respectively (i.e. 68 and 108 GMs). Table 1 summarizes the number of ground motion records used for analysis of the case-study buildings based on three sample sizes, namely full-, large-and medium-sample. In this paper, the deformation-based EDP maximum (over all storeys) peak interstorey drift ratio (denoted as MIDR) is adopted. With regard to IM inputs, two scalar IMs are used herein, namely the spectral ordinate Sa(T1) and the advanced IM INp [28] . The selection of the adopted IMs was based on the study conducted by [25] , on the selection of optimal IMs for the fragility assessment of mid-rise RC buildings. INp is based on the spectral ordinate Sa(T1) and the parameter Np, and is defined as:
11 where α parameter is assumed to be α = 0.4 based on the tests conducted by the authors and Np is defined as:
TN corresponds to the maximum period of interest and lies within a range of 2 and 2.5T1, as suggested by [25] .
Defining pseudo-realities
Three different scenarios are considered herein, each corresponding to a different "reality" represented by an artificially generated EDP|IM relationship, constructed as described below. This pseudo-reality approach is used to provide an experimental setup that mimics real applications as closely as possible.
In each relationship, the expected value of some function of the EDP is given by a mean function () t  as in equation (2); where () t  is the sum of the deterministic mean function () mt and an approximation error () zt :
The deterministic mean function () mt is represented by a simple regression model, which is trained using the sets of EDP|IM data generated as described in Section 4.1. Standard cloud analysis corresponds to a situation in which () t  is the expected value of ln( ) EDP , the mean function () mt is a linear function of ln( ) t and the approximation error () zt is zero. However, the framework considered here allows exploration of the capability of the tested methods to predict EDP|IM relationship under favorable or less favorable situations.
Our three chosen "pseudo-realities" are as follows: a) Reality 1: the expected value of ln( ) EDP is an exact linear function of ln( ) IM with no approximation error (i.e. with ( ) 0 zt  in equation (7)). This "pseudo-reality" is exactly the situation for which the cloud method is designed. The coefficients in the linear function are derived from a sample of real analysis data, as described in Section 4.1: this ensures that as a test case, this represents the kind of scenario that might conceivably be encountered in a real earthquake engineering situation. b) Reality 2: this is as Reality 1 except that a non-zero approximation error () zt is included in equation (7) so that () t  is no longer an exact linear function of ln( ) t . The approximation error is generated as a Gaussian random field (but making sure that the resultant "true" function is monotonically increasing) -again, derived from the real analyses of Section 4.1. The choice of this "reality" favors the BEA methodology. c) Reality 3: the function () t  is constructed in the same way as for Reality 2, but now it represents the expected value of EDP rather than ln( ) EDP . This case can be used as an example where both models (cloud and BEA) are wrong, and will shed light on the capability of these two models to estimate the EDP|IM relationship.
As an example, the three pseudo-realities generated for the Special-Code building analyzed at high fidelity is illustrated in Figure 4 .
For each "pseudo-reality", an artificial analysis dataset can be simulated by adding random "residuals" to the fitted mean curve, at the given IM locations of the original analysis set. In each simulation experiment reported below, 1000 such datasets were generated. A subset of the generated EDPs is utilized to calibrate both the cloud and BEA methods. These approaches are then assessed for their ability to predict the target "pseudo-reality". The predictive performance of the tested methods is not only assessed in terms of estimation of the mean "pseudo-reality", but also in terms of evaluating the uncertainty of the entire distribution, as both parameters are required for the fragility analysis. As well as predicting the mean "pseudo-reality" function itself, 95% prediction intervals are computed as a way of quantifying the uncertainty in the predictions. The coverage probability of the 95% prediction intervals (hereafter called coverage), the average length of these intervals and the mean squared error (MSE) are the metrics used to assess the predictive performance of the BEA and cloud approaches. The coverage measures the accuracy of the uncertainty assessment, by calculating the proportion of intervals containing the actual EDP. If the uncertainty assessment is accurate, the coverages from a method should be equal to their nominal value of 0.95. The average interval length assesses the amount of uncertainty in the prediction intervals and, for any collection of n prediction intervals, is computed as: 
Sampling configuration -Training of the BEA and the cloud method
The predictive ability of the BEA and cloud approaches are checked when different sampling configurations are adopted for the selection of EDP|IM training data sets.
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Two sampling configurations are considered here, one focusing on the sample size and one on the sampling method. With regard to the sample size, three different cases are investigated, one using the full training input (N and M samples respectively for the Pre-Code and Special Code buildings, as described above), and two utilizing large and medium training samples, which correspond to 75% and 50% of the full samples respectively. The use of smaller sample sizes results in a reduction of the computational time. This is particularly true for high fidelity analyses, which each have a runtime of between a few minutes to two hours on an average personal computer, depending on the complexity of the structural model and the duration of the GM.
Two sampling methods are considered in determining the reduced training data sets from the full sample: random sampling, and stratified sampling. For the stratified sampling, the full input sample is divided into 5 strata (bins) of equal intensity measure width, and then random sampling is applied within each stratum to select the user-specified number of inputs.
Following the sampling procedure, the selected inputs are used to train the cloud and BEA. In the case of BEA, as stated in Section 3, the setup of the emulation model allows one to implement a regression model to describe the mean function () t  and is suitable for the nature of the problem of interest. In this study, a power-law regression model is adopted to enable a comparison with the cloud method. However, alternative models, such as linear or higher order polynomials may also be used.
The results of this exercise shed light on the capability of the BEA to compute the probabilistic seismic response of buildings using a reduced number of analyses. This is a first step towards the development of an optimal experimental design for BEA, which will be a subject of future work.
Results of comparison -Evaluation against pseudo-realities
All the steps discussed in the Section 3 are applied here in order to build the BEA. BEA accounts for the uncertainty of the model's parameters, and provides estimates, and the associated variances, for the conditional distribution of the EDP|IM relationship. The outcomes of the BEA approach are here compared to the cloud method outcomes. A series of tests, which are described in detail in Section 4, are carried out to facilitate the evaluation process, highlighting the sensitivity of the BEA to several input assumptions and revealing the range of applicability of the approach proposed herein. In addition to these tests, the sensitivity of BEA predictions to the choice of the covariance structure is explored. Last, a section on fragility analysis using BEA is presented.
Performance assessment for the 2 case study buildings analyzed using NLTHA
In the first test-case investigated, the high fidelity analysis data sets, expressed in terms of MIDR and INp, are used to train both the BEA and the cloud method models. Following the procedure described in the methodology section, the two data sets, corresponding to Pre-and Special-Code buildings respectively, are sampled to three sample subsets following the stratified sampling process. Based on these test samples, the BEA and the cloud processes are used to predict the "three assumed realities". The performance of the emulation and cloud approach is then assessed using the coverage probability, MSE and average interval length metrics. A detailed summary of results for this test-case is presented in Table A .1 in the appendix. The first metric to check is the coverage, which in both the cloud and the BEA case closely matches the nominal coverage probability of 95% (never more than +1.1% difference). Having this condition satisfied, next step is to assess the performance of the two tested approaches in terms of MSE and average length, as shown in Figure 5 .
The MSE estimates for the BEA are smaller than those for the Cloud approach for "pseudo-realities 2 and 3", whilst they are comparable for "pseudo-reality 1". This observation highlights the superiority of the BEA method over the Cloud method in predicting the mean EDP|IM function, under different "pseudo-reality" scenarios. The same observation also applies to the average length estimates, although the improvement in the BEA's performance is not as significant as in the case of the MSE metric.
With regard to the training subsets, it is observed that the quality of predictions of the mean depends, as expected, on the size of the training subsets. In particular, the performance of the BEA and the cloud models becomes less accurate as the training subset size reduces. However, the same observations discussed above are also present in all instances of reduced training subsets, i.e. the BEA shows improved performance with respect to cloud.
In some cases, it is observed that the BEA can generate predictions that better capture the mean and maintain the same level of accuracy as the cloud method, but requiring a smaller training subset size. For example, though to a lesser extent, when BEA is trained with a large subset of the Special-Code data set, it provides better MSE estimates, while matching the level of accuracy resulting from using the cloud method with the full training set (e.g. Figure 5 top panels, Table A.1). This reduction in 25% of the required NLTHAs translates into significant savings in computational time.
Similar benefits of BEA over the cloud method are also seen in the case of the Pre-Code building, but are not presented here for brevity.
Sensitivity to analysis fidelity level
The tests presented in Section 5.1 show that the BEA performs well for high fidelity data, at times outperforming the cloud approach. In this section, the BEA is tested for its performance when low fidelity analysis data are used. The use of low fidelity data for fragility analysis is appealing as it significantly reduces the analysis time. However, this is at the expense of accuracy when compared to the high fidelity data set. Figure 6 and Table A .2 are generated following the same procedures discussed in the Section 5.1.
Similar observations to those made for the high fidelity analysis case are made. The coverage closely matches the 95% threshold, (±1.9%, see Table A .2). Improvement of MSE estimates is observed when the BEA is employed compared to cloud, especially for "pseudo-realities 2 and 3". In the case of Special-Code building, this improvement can be translated to BEA MSE estimates reduced up to 21.65% and 30.68% for "pseudo-realities 2 and 3", respectively. A substantial reduction of average length is also observed when comparing BEA and cloud estimates. This reduction ranges between 4.73% to 8.37%, for "pseudo-realities 2 and 3" for the case of Special-Code building, as shown in the Figure 6 top panels. The aforementioned cases also show the capability of the BEA, under certain conditions, to provide predictions that significantly reduce MSE and average length estimates, even when utilizing smaller training sample sizes. With regard to "pseudo-reality 1", BEA again produces similar estimates to the cloud, which is the optimal method for this scenario. Improvements can be also observed in the case of the Pre-Code building, however, as in the case of the high fidelity sample, the benefits are less. It is noteworthy, that BEA always outperforms cloud in terms of the MSE and average length estimates when using medium training subsets. However, it is known from previous studies, that cloud method is not recommended to be used with small data sets. The outcomes of this test can be visually inspected in Figure 7 , while a detailed summary of results is 6 provided in Table A .3. For the sake of brevity, only the results for the Special-Code case-building are 7
Sensitivity to selection of IM
shown here. However, the same process is applied to the Pre-Code building and similar trends are observed 8 but are seen to be less significant than for the Special-code. 9
As before, both approaches satisfy the coverage check. A close observation of the results reveals that the 10 superiority of the BEA over cloud method in capturing the mean (i.e. considerable reduction of the BEA 11 MSE estimates as shown in Table A. 3) for both high and low fidelity inputs, even when Sa(T1), is used. 12
The only exceptions are seen to be the cases of the medium sized high and low fidelity samples for "pseudo-13 reality 2" (Figure 7 , middle panels), where cloud MSE predictions are better than those of BEA. The 14 average length obtained from the BEA is always narrower, excluding the case mentioned above. 15
Furthermore, BEA appears to perform significantly better when trained with low fidelity inputs, for 16 "pseudo-realities 2 and 3". 17
Sensitivity to the sampling approach
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In this section a random sampling procedure is used to train both BEA and cloud models. The motivation 19 for doing this is to explore whether the choice of a less sophisticated sampling approach has any effect in 20 the predictions of BEA. This is a preliminary step towards the development of an optimal experimental 21 design for the BEA method. 22
The same case study arrangement as in Section 5.3 is used here in order to investigate the effect the random 23 sampling procedure. Following a visual inspection of Figure 8 , it can be concluded that the observations 24 between the BEA and cloud estimates are essentially consistent with what it is shown in Section 5.3. 25
Nevertheless, it is interesting to evaluate directly the sensitivity of predictions when using random sampling 26 instead of stratified sampling. 27
The results presented in Table A.3 and Table A .4 reveal that BEA predictions (as well as cloud predictions) 28
show some improvement in both MSE and average length when random sampling is used instead of 29 stratified sampling. Regarding the comparison of BEA and cloud performance metrics, it is observed that 30 the choice of sampling does not have significant effects on capturing the mean function, resulting in similar 31 differences for all fidelity levels and "pseudo-realities". The BEA with random sampling, maintains its 32 superiority over cloud method even for the low fidelity cases using medium sample sizes. Moreover, 33 random sampling shows slight improvement in terms of average length metric, resulting narrower lengths 34 comparing to ones calculated using stratified sampling. 35
In theory, one would expect stratified sampling to perform better than random sampling, as the former 36 approach ensures that all parts of the IM range are sampled reasonably well and hence to capture local-37 scale features in the predicted EDP|IM curves if present. In our pseudo-realities however, there are no such 38 prominent local features so, at first sight, it appears that stratified sampling has few advantages. However, 39 stratified sampling does have an additional advantage that is not quantified by the metrics described above. 40
Specifically, we find that stratified sampling ensures monotonicity of the predicted EDP|IM curve in the 41 vast majority of the cases. In contrast, random sampling is more likely to provide a non-monotonically 42 increasing predicted EDP|IM curve, especially for the cases where reduced training samples are utilized. 43
The proportion of non-monotonically increasing predicted EDP|IM curves obtained from random sampling 44 can reach up to 15%, for the case of reduced samples (i.e. large and medium) expressed in terms of INp. 45 This is high compared to the proportion for stratified sampling, which is less than 4%. 46 1 The last test conducted as part of the BEA evaluation process is to investigate the sensitivity of BEA to 2 the selection of the covariance model. It is reminded that the Gaussian covariance model is used to 3 produce the "pseudo-realities 2 and 3", however, the user does not know this in practice when choosing 4 the covariance model for BEA. Thus, this test is partly designed to explore the effect of choosing a 5 wrong covariance model. For the sake of consistency, the Special-Code building is used here alongside 6 with the IM INp, high fidelity analysis and stratified sampling approach. 7
Sensitivity of BEA to the selection of covariance model
The Gaussian model is the default choice ensuring the EDP|IM curves are very smooth (infinitely 8 differentiable). A number of commonly used parametric models are studied here to explore the 9 performance of the BEA when the wrong covariance model is used. Specifically, the 9 covariance 10 models tested herein are listed below: 11
-Cauchy -Pure-nugget The above mentioned models, which are available within the cov.spatial function of the geoR package, 12 are described in detail in its documentation [18] . 13 Figure 9 shows as a bar chart the BEA's predictions when using the various covariance models assessed 14 in terms of the MSE and the average length metrics (left and right panel respectively) for different 15 sample subsets. The associated predictions for the cloud method, illustrated as dashed lines, are also 16 provided as a point reference. A detailed summary of the results is presented in Table A .5. The coverage 17 probability for all tested covariance structures exceeds matches or slightly exceed the nominal coverage 18 probability. 19
Close inspection of Figure 9 reveals that irrespective of the choice of the covariance model, the BEA 20 always outperforms the cloud in both MSE (significant improvements) and average length (slight 21 improvements). Regarding the average length predictions (Figure 9 , right panel), it is observed that 22
Matérn and Exponential models perform better than remaining models, especially for the full and large 23 sample cases. Gaussian, Spherical, Cubic, Gneiting, Circular and Pure nugget models perform 24 effectively in a consistent manner, regardless of the subset size. The worst performance is recorded for 25 the Cauchy model, where the resultant predictions are similar to the cloud's predictions. 26
The most favorable models for reducing the average length, namely Matérn and Exponential, are also 27 seen to be the two best options for estimating the MSE (Figure 9 , left panel) for all training subsets. 28 Circular, Cauchy and Gneiting models using medium subset are characterized by poor performance. 29
The rest of the tested models perform well in reducing the MSE under all sampling sizes, showing small 30 differences between them. 31
This test shows that the BEA predictions are sensitive to the selection of different covariance models. 32 Matérn and Exponential models result in significant reductions in the estimates of both MSE and 33 average length. Gaussian and the remaining models are a good compromise in improving both MSE 34 and average length estimates. Cauchy and Pure Nugget covariance models are not recommended. 35
However, another consideration when choosing a covariance model is that the resultant mean estimate 36 curve should be monotonically increasing in order to have a physical meaning. To this aim, an 37 illustrative example is presented in Figure 10 , where BEA mean estimates are obtained using three 38 different covariance structures, namely Gaussian, Matérn and Cubic models. For this example, each 39 version BEA is trained using a large training subset as obtained from the Special-Code building 40 analyzed at low fidelity level. 41
The results obtained from this example are in a good agreement with the tests presented in Figure 9 , 42 where Matérn and Cubic covariance structures contribute to a significant reduction of both the MSE 43 and the average length estimates comparing to the cloud method. However, Figure 10 also reveals the 1 oversensitivity of the latter covariance structures at locations where training data are sparse, i.e. middle 2 range of IMs. 3
This oversensitivity is translated into a 'jump' of the curves (also present in the case of Gaussian model) 4 followed by a substantial 'drop' (Figure 10 , middle and right panels), resulting in mean estimates that 5 are no longer monotonically increasing. This limitation suggests that the Gaussian model is the most 6 appropriate to describe the covariance structures for problems of this nature. Further investigation is 7 required to explore the applicability of the different covariance structures. 8 Table 2 illustrates the sensitivity of BEA predictions to the choice of the covariance structure, and how 9 these compare to the cloud predictions. The results obtained from this example are in a good agreement with the tests presented in Figure 9 , 1 where Matérn and Cubic covariance structures contribute to a significant reduction of both the MSE 2 and the average length estimates comparing to the cloud method. However, Figure 10 also reveals the 3 oversensitivity of the latter covariance structures at locations where training data are sparse, i.e. middle 4 range of IMs. 5
This oversensitivity is translated into a 'jump' of the curves (also present in the case of Gaussian model) 6 followed by a substantial 'drop' (Figure 10 , middle and right panels), resulting in mean estimates that 7 are no longer monotonically increasing. This limitation suggests that the Gaussian model is the most 8 appropriate to describe the covariance structures for problems of this nature. Further investigation is 9 required to explore the applicability of the different covariance structures. 10 
Discussion -Case-study example utilizing original analysis data set
15
The results reported in Sections 5.1 to 5.5 were averaged over 1000 simulation data sets, however, it is 16
important to illustrate what those average performance measures mean in practice for a single data set. 17
To this aim, the case study introduced in Section 5.5 is studied in detail to benchmark the capability of 18 the BEA to estimate the mean and the associated variance, for the conditional distribution of EDP|IM 19 relationship. 20
The Gaussian model is employed to describe the covariance structure of the BEA. The resultant data 21 outputs are then used to train both the BEA and cloud approach, in order to predict the "pseudo-reality 22 3". For the sake of brevity, only one sampling-case is shown per sample size. The reason for choosing 23 this case-study example is because it depicts some of the capabilities of the BEA, and its superiority 24 over the cloud method, following the observations discussed in Sections 5.1-5.5. However, consistent 25 observations arise when testing alternative case studies. 26 Figure 11 shows the mean estimates and the 95% confidence intervals for both the BEA and the cloud, 27 when employing three different sampling sizes. Table 3 shows the sample size, the metrics used to 28 assess the performance of the BEA and the cloud approach as well as the respective differences, for the 29 three different sample sizes investigated. The coverage probability for both the BEA and the cloud 30 approach is always exceeding the nominal coverage probability. 31
A visual inspection of Figure 11 reveals the capability of the BEA to identify the 'jump' occurring in 32 the mid-range of the "pseudo-reality". This "jump" cannot be captured by the cloud method due to the 33 fixed mathematical model used by the latter approach. The flexibility of the BEA is also highlighted by 34 the reduction in MSE, which ranges between 5.7-10.4%, depending on the training subset used. 35
Regarding, the average length metric, small improvements are also observed when using the BEA, and 36 can be translated to 0.7-2.7% difference comparing to cloud's average length. 37 Table 3 The observations shown in this section are in most cases in agreement with the conclusion drawn before. 2 Nevertheless, it cannot be ignored that at this section only one individual case is presented. As a result, 3 one should look at previous sections to get a complete picture of the overall performance of the BEA, 4 when the tests are carried out for 1000 sets of artificially generated data. 
Fragility analysis using BEA
3
In this section, the process for deriving fragility functions using BEA is presented. A fragility function 4 represents the probability that a EDP will exceed a certain level of capacity damage state flexible representation of the predicted EDP|IM curve itself and in its ability to account for parameter 11 uncertainty. As described in Section 4, in the Bayesian setting the fragility for a given IM is just the 12 posterior predictive probability of exceeding i DS , and can be obtained directly from the output of the 13 krige.bayes() function using the geoR package. 14 The case-study introduced in Section 5.5 is used as an illustrative example for the comparison of BEA 15
and cloud method at the fragility level. Table 4 shows the descriptions and the thresholds associated 16 with each damage state, which are used for the derivation of the fragility curves. This damage scale is 17 based on the re-interpretation of the Homogenized Reinforced Concrete (HRC) damage scale proposed 18
by [31] and that in [32] . More details on the adjustments of this damage scale to the case-study buildings 19
can be found in [7] . 20 In consistency with the process described in Section 4, a large number of EDPs is simulated (1000 23 simulations) at the given locations of IM, using the same mean and standard deviation values as 24 computed for each "pseudo-reality". The suite of the 1000 fragility functions is then generated for both 25 25 BEA and cloud method (median and 16-84 th percentiles), and compared to the median "real fragility" 1 as shown in Figure 12 . Note that for this example the large sample is used to generate BEA fragility 2 curves, while full sample is utilized for the case of cloud. 3
In Figure 12 an apparent superiority of BEA over the cloud method in predicting the fragility is 4 observed. Specifically, the median predictions of BEA match almost perfectly the "real fragility" for 5 both damage states, even when 25% fewer analyses are used to train BEA (large and full samples are 6 used for BEA and cloud respectively). This practically means that BEA not only improves the accuracy 7 Similar observations are essentially obtained for "pseudo-realities 2 and 3" of all tested case-studies, 16 while both BEA and cloud manage to predict well the "real fragility" in all the scenarios related to 17 "pseudo-reality 1". 18
Conclusions
19
This paper presents a new Bayesian emulation approach, which is a version of kriging, for estimating 20 the mean and the associated variance of the conditional distribution of EDP|IM relationship, accounting 21 for the uncertainty of the BEA model's input parameters. The capabilities of this new approach, which 22 overcomes some of the limitations of existing approaches, are investigated when trying to predict 1 different "pseudo-realities" and the results are compared against standard cloud analysis. 2 Two RC mid-rise building representing the Special-and Pre-Code vulnerability classes of the Italian 3 building stock are used as case-study structures. These structures are analyzed at two levels of fidelity, 4 namely high and low fidelity, and their seismic performance is expressed as a function of standard and 5 advanced IMs, i.e. Sa(T1) and INp respectively. Three "pseudo-realities" (based on different 6 mathematical models) are fitted to each of the resultant 8 data sets, and are then used as a target to 7 evaluate the performance of new emulation-based approach. Next, 1000 artificial sets of EDPs are 8 generated at given IM levels utilizing each "pseudo-reality" as a mean function and the standard 9 deviation as calculated from the sample of real analysis data. MSE, average length and coverage 10 probability are the metrics used to assess the performance of the BEA. 11
A number of tests are conducted to highlight the sensitivity of the proposed emulation-based method to 12 several input assumptions and show how this method compares to the cloud approach. The main 13 conclusions of this study can be summarized as follows: 14
The BEA has this ability to better capture the mean function of each "pseudo-reality" for all tested case 15 studies. This observation is clearly reflected in the MSE predictions of the BEA, which are smaller than 16 those of the cloud analysis for all tested cases. A reduction of the average length also results when the 17 BEA is used compared to the cloud method. This minor reduction, can be translated as a reduction of 18 the uncertainty of the resultant predictions. BEA outperforms cloud for both metrics in the vast majority 19 of cases. However, more significant improvements are obtained for the "pseudo-realities 2 and 3". 20
Regarding, "pseudo-reality 1", the cloud method is known to be optimal, and therefore the results 21 presented here suggest that BEA is indistinguishable from the optimal method in this situation. 22
The BEA can essentially result in more accurate mean predictions than cloud method with less 23 uncertainty. The best estimates of the BEA are attained when combined with Special-Code vulnerability 24
class, low fidelity analysis and advanced IM INp. 25
Under certain conditions, the BEA can reduce the overall computation time by decreasing the analysis 26 inputs required for training. In particular, the BEA can generate predictions that better capture the mean 27 function, closely matching the level of accuracy as in the cloud method, but requiring a smaller number 28 of training inputs. This capability of the BEA is mainly observed when a large training subset is 29 combined with the favorable inputs mentioned above (namely Special-Code vulnerability class, low 30 fidelity analysis and advanced IM INp). 31
The estimates of both the BEA and the cloud approach are, as expected sensitive to the size of the 32 training subsets. Smaller training subsets, result in worse estimates for both MSE and average length 33 metrics. The use of medium subset resulted in some cases non reliable outputs, therefore it is not 34 recommended to be used for the training of the BEA. 35
The choice of sampling approach does not yield significant differences in the resultant MSE and average 36 length metrics, however, stratified sampling is a more suitable sampling method, comparing to random 37 sampling, for the experimental design of the BEA. This is because stratified sampling is better able to 38 capture local features in the predicted EDP|IM curve, and is also better able to preserve important global 39 features such as monotonicity. 40 Some sensitivity is witnessed when different parametric models are used to describe the covariance 41 structure of BEA. Gaussian model constitutes a good all-around choice for improving both MSE and 42 average length estimates but also it ensures the smoothness of the GP realizations, which is essential 43 for the nature of this problem. Finally, BEA drastically improves the prediction of the median fragility 44 for all damage states, matching perfectly the "real fragility" in most cases, and also capturing 45 realistically the variability of the fragility curves at a smaller computational expense. 46 1 advantages over the latter for predicting nonlinear realities and for representing uncertainty. It is 2 observed to perform well when high fidelity analysis and larger data samples are used. However, it also 3 outperforms the cloud method when predicting nonlinear realities with smaller data samples. 
